Partner Presence in Borno State - Northeast Nigeria
Partner Presence and Number of Beneficiaries Assisted at LGA level | May 2022

TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN BORNO STATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SO1 - ASSISTED</th>
<th>SO2 - CUMULATIVELY ASSISTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>932k</td>
<td>142K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: It refers to unique individuals assisted (whether cashable or not), as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.

SO1 Partners: CRUADAN, SHO, INTERSOS, WFP

SO2 Partners: AAH, GDPC, YUN, SC*

Partners with both SO1 & SO2 activities: 1

Partners with only SO2 activities: 4

Partners with only SO1 activities: 11

Data source: FFS Wiki data for May 2022. FSS Partners

Disclaimer: This dashboard captures information available at the moment of production based on partners’ reporting. This data is not official endorsement or acceptance by the UN.

http://fscluster.org/nigeria
Partner Presence and Number of Beneficiaries Assisted at LGA level | May 2022

**SO1 - FOOD ASSISTANCE**

- **BADE** - 3,879
- **YOSEMA**
- **DAMATURU** - 6,769
- **YOSEMA**
- **FIKA** - 27,398
- **CHJPID**, **WFP**, **YOSEMA**
- **FUNE** - 4,856
- **YOSEMA**
- **GEIDAM** - 26,122
- **COOPI**, **WFP**
- **GUJBA** - 27,078
- **WFP**, **CCDRN**, **YOSEMA**
- **GULAN** - 29,871
- **WFP**, **CCDRN**, **YOSEMA**
- **NGURU** - 2,859
- **YOSEMA**
- **POTISKUM** - 4,987
- **YOSEMA**
- **TARMUWA** - 11,106
- **WFP**, **FNDEF**
- **YUNUSARI** - 31,918
- **COOPI**, **WFP**, **TCDI**

**SO2 - AGRICULTURE & LIVELIHOODS**

- **BADE** - 15,820
- **FAO**, **CISCOPE**, **YoADP**, **MF**
- **DAMATURU** - 22,360
- **FAO**, **CSCED**, **MF**, **YoADP**, **WFP**, **COOPI**
- **FIKA** - 12,768
- **CHJPID**, **FAO**, **CEER**
- **FUNE** - 6,950
- **FAO**, **MF**, **YoADP**
- **GEIDAM** - 17,965
- **COOPI**, **FAO**, **MF**, **CEER**
- **GUJBA** - 4,334
- **CRS**, **DDI**, **DRC**
- **GULAN** - 3,687
- **CRS**, **DDI**, **DRC**
- **JAKUSKO** - 19,400
- **FAO**, **CCDRN**, **NIRA**
- **KARASUWA** - 4,200
- **FAO**, **NIRA**
- **NGURU** - 2,859
- **CHJPID**
- **POTISKUM** - 3,500
- **COOPI**
- **TARMUWA** - 11,106
- **COOPI**, **WFP**, **TCDI**
- **YUNUSARI** - 31,918
- **COOPI**

**TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN YOBE STATE**

- **SO1**
  - 179K
- **SO2**
  - 115K

- **TOTAL**: 294k

**SO1 PARTNERS**

- 7

**SO2 PARTNERS**

- 14

**In-Kind**

- **SO1**: 97K
- **SO2**: 112K

**Cash/Vouchers**

- **SO1**: 82K
- **SO2**: 3K

---

**Limitations**

- The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the UN.
- Disclaimer: This dashboard captures information available at the moment of production based on partners' reporting.

**Contact:** Nigeria Food Security Sector info.Nigeria@fscluster.org
Partner Presence in Adamawa State - Northeast Nigeria
Partner Presence and Number of Beneficiaries Assisted at LGA level | May 2022

**SO1 - FOOD ASSISTANCE**

- **Madagali** - 30,221
  - CARITAS, JDPC, DRC, GZDI*, WFP
- **Michika** - 30,135
  - CARITAS, JDPC, DRC, QZDF, WFP

**SO2 - AGRICULTURE & LIVELIHOODS**

- **Demsa** - 8,050
  - FAO, CISCOPE*, CSCED*
- **Furore** - 8,245
  - FAO, CEER*, HARAF
- **Ganye** - 3,540
  - CEPP/WHO, FAO, CISCOPE*
- **Girei** - 779
  - CRS, DDI, JRS
- **Hong** - 889
  - CNUPD
- **Madagali** - 133,000
  - CARITAS, JDPC, FAO, CISCOPE*
- **Mayo-Belwa** - 2,800
  - FAO, CEER*
- **Machika** - 23,508
  - CBM, JDPC, DRC, JPRM, FAO, CCDRN*, JRS
- **Mubi North** - 3,577
  - CARITAS, JDPC
- **Mubi South** - 3,472
  - CARITAS, JDPC
- **Numan** - 1,400
  - FAO, CISCOPE*
- **Shelleng** - 1,974
  - CRS, DDI
- **Song** - 5,579
  - CRS, DDI, FAO, CEER*
- **Yola North** - 756
  - CARITAS, JDPC
- **Yola South** - 16,443
  - CARITAS, JDPC, CRS, DDI, FAO, CISCOPE*
- **Yola North** - 756
  - CARITAS, JDPC

**TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN ADAMAWA STATE**

- **SO1**
  - Partners with both SO1 & SO2 activities: 5
- **SO2**
  - Partners: 16
- **SO1 - ASSISTED**
  - 60K
- **SO2 - CUMULATIVELY ASSISTED**
  - 94K
- **TOTAL**
  - *154K

**Partners’ online dashboard:**
- Nigeria, North East Food Security Sector Dashboard

**Contact:**
- Nigeria Food Security Sector
  - nigeriasecuritysector@fw.org

**Production date:**
- 30 - June - 2022

**Data source:**
- FSS NWB data for May 2022, FSS Partners

**Disclaimer:**
- This dashboard captures information available at the moment of production based on partners reporting.
- It refers to unique individuals assisted (without double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.